High-energy optical phonons are preferred in phonon-absorbing transitions, and regarding their production we analyze the phonon upconversion processes under nonequilibrium created by heterojunction transmission. For heterojunctions, steady phonon flux from a low-cutoff-frequency layer (e.g., Ge) is transmitted to a high cutoff layer (e.g., Si), creating a nonequilibrium population of low-energy phonons for upconversion. Using quantum spectral phonon transmission and first-principles calculations of the phonon interaction kinetics, we identify the high-conversion efficiency channels, i.e., modes and wave vectors. Junction-transmitted phonons, despite suffering from the interface reflection and from spreading interactions with equilibrium native phonons, have a high upconversion rate to Brillouin zone-boundary optical phonons, while nonequilibrium native phonons are efficiently upconverted over most of the zone. So, depending on the harvested optical phonon, one of these nonequilibrium phonons can be selected for an efficient upconversion rate.
I. INTRODUCTION
Phonons emitted by transiting and transitioning of energy carriers in solids create a local nonequilibrium (NE) population which will consequently be equilibrated by phonon-electron (p-e) [1] , phonon-spin (p-s) [2] , and phonon-phonon (p-p) interactions [3] . The p-p processes dominate with increased temperature and include phonon up-and downconversion, where, in three-phonon upconversion, two phonons are annihilated, creating one phonon with a higher energy (E p ) (the reverse occurs in downconversion) [4] . Upconversion can be explored for a resonant optical phonon source, analogous to photon upconversion, in which sequential absorption of two or more photons leads to emission of one with a higher energy [5] . Photon upconversion is used in infrared (IR)-to-visible conversion (e.g., in lasers) and in optical storage, although the efficiency is rather low [6] , where the quantized electromagnetic wave interacts with electric (or magnetic) entities, leading to metastable excited states [7] .
The p-p interaction kinetics is determined by the anharmonicity in the force field and the phonon population distribution under the conservation of momentum and energy. Up-and downconversion rates are balanced under equilibrium. So, for a desirable interaction characteristic (e.g., enhanced phonon upconversion under its absorption in energy conversion), the population distribution needs a controlled deviation from equilibrium. We examine the heterojunction structure for providing a distinct NE phonon population near the interface. We note that in homogeneous bulk solids this deviation from equilibrium is only noticeable under extreme local heating (differently from heterojunction transmission).
In this article, based on the interaction kinetics of lowenergy phonon upconversion, we introduce a heterojunction phonon upconverter (HPUC) for efficient supply of optical phonons which have a higher energy and lower entropy.
* sshin@utk.edu High-energy, optical phonons can be harvested in unassisted resonant electronic transitions (phonon-tuned heterobarrier [8] ) and in phonon-assisted photon absorption processes in semiconductors and in isolated rare-earth ions [9, 10] . Other applications of resonance (optical) phonon absorption can include IR photon emission as the reverse of IR two-phonon emission [11, 12] , i.e., using phonon upconversion in an enhanced IR optical source. In these applications, harvested optical phonons are absorbed and converted to electronic energy.
In the HPUC system, low-energy phonons cross the junction into a high-energy layer (creating overpopulation), upconvert there, and then become absorbed (with steady underpopulation of high-energy phonons). This upconversion of the transmitted phonons is also compared with NE phonons in a bulk solid (native phonons) through heat flux. We use the Ge/Si junction as an example, establish the method and calculations of phonon interaction kinetics from the first principles, describe the need for NE populations and the role of heterojunctions in providing them, and define the process efficiency. NE phonon populations and their interaction kinetics have been extensively studied in phonon transport [13, 14] . Since the objective has been relaxation time related to phonon scattering (resistance), rather than energy conversion among phonon modes, the detailed NE population distribution need not be addressed. To our best knowledge, this study is the first on relaxation processes with separate consideration of up-and downconversions and estimation and manipulation of the NE phonon population distribution.
II. UPCONVERSION KINETICS

The potential energy in the crystal Hamiltonian
is the total kinetic energy (i, atomic index; M i , mass; p i , momentum)] is considered for the phonon properties and interaction kinetics and expressed as [3, 4] 
where ϕ o is the equilibrium potential energy, d
x i is the displacement of atom i (or j,k) in the x (or y,z) coordinate (Cartesian), and and are the second-and third-order (cubic) force constants.
Phonons are identified with the wave vector κ [in the first Brillouin zone (BZ)] and mode α, and their energy (E p,κα ) and crystal momentum (p p,κ ) are, respectively, ω κα and κ, where is the reduced Planck constant and ω κα is the angular frequency of phonon κα. For the phonon energy or frequency with respect to κ and α, we employ the equation of motion for a plane wave using the dynamical matrix D:
Here, an element D xy ij (κ) of D(κ) is calculated using the second derivatives,
where M i is the atomic mass of the ith atom, xy il,j m is the second-order force constant of the interaction between the ith atom in the lth unit cell and the j th atom in the mth unit cell, and r jm is the position vector of the j th atom in the mth unit cell. The phonon angular frequency is obtained from the eigenvalue in Eq. (2) , and the number of modes depends on the matrix dimension. Both Ge and Si, considered here, have six phonon modes due to the two atoms in the primitive cell, i.e., longitudinal acoustic (LA), two transverse acoustic (TA1 and TA2; E p,TA1 < E p,TA2 ), longitudinal optical (LO), and two transverse optical (TO1 and TO2; E p,TO1 < E p,TO2 ).
The kinetics of p-p interactions are studied with the anharmonic (greater than second-order) terms in Eq. (1), and among the interactions, the three-phonon up-and downconversions depend on the cubic force constants. Higherorder interactions have also been considered [15] [16] [17] [18] , but the interaction rate decreases as the order increases. The four-phonon interaction rates are negligible compared to three-phonon interactions [17] , so the phonon relaxation time is primarily that of three-phonon interactions (although the quartic terms can affect the shift in phonon frequency) [18] . The four possible interactions involving phonon κα are shown in Fig. 1 , and through interaction with κ α and κ α , phonon κα is created (A and B) or annihilated (C and D), conserving the energy and crystal quasimomentum (with transitional invariance [19] ).
The three-phonon interaction rate of phonon κα (per primitive cell per second), from the Fermi golden rule [20] , iṡ
Outscattering (Annihilation)
For phonon with a wavevector κ and mode α Here, the three-phonon interaction element κκ κ αα α is given by [20] κκ κ (5) where ε κα xi is component x of eigenvector e κ [from Eq. (2)] for mode α and atom i, and xyz ij k is the third-order derivatives in Eq. (1) . κκ κ ensures momentum conservation and is unity when (κ − κ − κ ) for interactions A and C or is 0 or ±g (reciprocal lattice vector) when (κ + κ − κ ) for interactions B and D in Fig. 1 ; otherwise, it is 0. δ(ω κα ,ω κ α ,ω κ α ) is a delta function of the angular frequency change (|ω κα − ω κ α − ω κ α | for A and C, |ω κα + ω κ α − ω κ α | for B and D) and is treated with the adaptive broadening scheme [21] . f p,κα is the occupancy of phonon κα, and
, so the up-and downconversion rates are the same under equilibrium occupancies
In numerical integration of kinetics, we use a Monkhorst-Pack 27 × 27 × 27-point grid (560 points, representing 19 683 points in the first BZ) [22] .
The dynamical (or second-order) and the third-order force constant matrices are calculated using the density functional perturbation theory (DFPT) [23] with the first-order perturbation (by the 2n + 1 formula [24] ). The structure relaxation and the unperturbed electron wave-function calculations using the density functional theory (DFT) precede the phonon calculations. The Quantum Espresso package with the norm-conserving pseudopotential in the Perdew-Zunger local density approximation is employed for these DFT and DFPT calculations [25] . 
where s is process A, B, C, or D, and κα,hp,s is the population change of hp phonons during process s involving phonon κα (1 or −1). The creation rate is estimated by integrating the interaction rate when κα,hp,s = 1 (for phonon hp annihilation, κα,hp,s = −1), and the net change in hp results from upconversion of low-energy acoustic phonons and downconversion to two acoustic phonons. Under equilibrium, the net population change of the LO, TO1, or TO2 is 0 (based on the principle of detailed balance [26] ), although the creation and annihilation rates are nonzero (e.g.,ṅ LO,cr = n LO,an = 5.77 × 10 −8 s −1 per primitive cell at 300 K), and the net creation requires an NE distribution with underpopulation of a targeted mode or overpopulation of other modes.
To identify phonons most effective for upconversion, the spectral contribution to phonon creation/annihilation rates for hp are calculated by projection of the rates for phonons with energy E p and shown in Fig. 2 under equilibrium at 300 K. Since the spectral contribution dṅ hp,cr (or an) /dE p is larger in energy with a larger population, we normalize it with the population distribution (dn o p /dE p ) to identify the single-phonon contribution. Under equilibrium, creation and annihilation are balanced, so only the creation rate is shown in Fig. 2 . The results suggest that when overpopulated, 12-, 30-, and 48-meV phonons are effective in LO phonon creation and 19-, 40-, and 44-meV phonons in TO phonon creation (results for TO1 and TO2 phonons are similar). The creation of these overpopulations is discussed next with the introduction of the HPUC.
III. NONEQUILIBRIUM POPULATION
As discussed, overpopulation of low-energy phonons [or underpopulation of high-energy (optical) phonons] is required for net upconversion, and careful selection of these overpopulated modes leads to optimal conversion to targeted phonons. Although NE occupancies (f p = f o p ) are formed under energy conversion and transport, these population deviations are not significant unless there is a transport with a large temperature gradient or a high-energy injection in a short time [27] . To control distinct phonon nonequilibria, we introduce a heterojunction where the contrast (mismatch) of phonon states results in junction (interface) reflections and local nonequilibria in interfacial regions (although semiclassical treatments of interfacial phonon transport simply assume equilibrium, as discussed in [28] and [29] ).
At a given atomic density, a soft solid with a lower Debye temperature has a larger population of low-energy phonons compared to a hard solid (including its optical modes). Thus, in phonon transport from soft to hard material, the upconversion-favorable, low-energy phonon modes are more populated in the adjacent hard layer compared to phonon transport in a homogeneous hard solid. We employ Ge as a soft semiconductor solid, and Si as a hard one, and study phonon transport across a Ge/Si bilayer and transported phonon harvesting (absorption) in Si in an energy conversion process.
For a Ge/Si heterostructure the phonon properties and upconversion processes are depicted in Fig. 3(a) . With the same atomic structure (diamond cubic) and similar lattice constants (Ge, 5.65Å; Si, 5.43Å) [30] , their phonon dispersion and density of states (D p,Ge and D p,Si ) are similar with six phonon modes (the transverse modes are degenerated in -X). However, the larger atomic mass and weaker interatomic force field result in a larger population of low-energy phonons in Ge. Under phonon flux q p (temperature gradient), Ge phonons across the heterojunction create an overpopulation of lowenergy acoustic Si phonons (Ge, i.e., transmitted phonons) near the interface. These overpopulated phonons are upconverted to Si optical modes and harvested (or otherwise downconverted by thermalization).
Phonons in Ge and Si are relaxed within a few hundred nanometers [31] from the interface, and also any atomic restructuring in the interfacial region does not extend beyond a few nanometers [29, 32] . So, over a distance of O(100 nm) from the interface the phonons are relaxed to the equilibrium occupancy. Under thermal energy flux q p , the phonon temperature T p (or population f p ) increases compared to the initial equilibrium temperature, with the temperature gradient (spatial distribution of the phonon population) depending on the transport property. With the high thermal conductivity of Ge and Si (k Ge = 60 and k Si = 148 W/m-K at 300 K [33] ) and their interfacial phonon conductance (G b,Ge/Si /A = 0.75 GW/m 2 -K [31] ), unless the phonon flux is extremely high (>7.67 kW/cm 2 ), the temperature variation over a distance of O(100 nm) on both sides of the interface is negligible (<1 K, within 1-μm interfacial region) [using the total thermal resistance (
We consider heterojunction upconversion within a length of O(100 nm) from the interface and a phonon flux of less than 7.67 kW/cm 2 , so the temperature change over the interested heterostructure region is negligible. The phonon population change due to this heat flux is not significant after relaxation, and phonons upstream (before transmission across the heterojunction) are assumed to be in equilibrium.
With phonon flux from the Ge layer, the spatial distributions of the anticipated optical and acoustic phonon temperatures in the HPUC system are shown in Fig. 3(b) . Since the Ge-transmitted phonons are not populated in the Si-optical mode range, the optical temperature at the interface is not increased by the phonon flux. However, as the transmitted acoustic phonons are upconverted (relaxed), the optical phonon temperature follows the acoustic counterpart. If we harvest optical phonons (absorbed by the other system) in [z o ,z o + δ hp ] ( δ hp is the length of the phonon-harvesting region), the harvested phonon mode (hp) is underpopulated (lower phonon temperature) and enhances the upconversion. Thus, the harvested (or absorbed) phonons can be supplied by conversion of nonharvested (nhp)-mode photons as well as transport of harvested-mode (hp) phonons (created between the interface and the harvested site).
The Fig. 4(a) 
The nonequilibrium Green function (NEGF) formalism [34] provides the spectral transmission used in prediction of the NE phonon distribution. In NEGF calculations, the interface is a scattering region, with the two sides having equilibrium populations away from this interface (reservoirs not affected by the transport). Phonon transmission across the interface represents scattering by the interfacial-region structure, and transmitted phonons will be further relaxed through p-p interactions. All the functions required in the NEGF are calculated using the force-constant matrices of the heterojunction. Among them, the self-energy [ r L or r R , where the superscript r represents retarded, as opposed to advanced (a), and the subscripts L and R represent left and right] represents the interaction of semi-infinite Ge and Si layers (slabs) with the heterojunction and is calculated employing the decimation technique [35] . Using the selfenergy, the phonon retarded Green function is given by [36] 
where I is the identical matrix, K CC is the force constant matrix of the heterojunction at the center, ω is the angular frequency of the phonon, and η is an infinitesimal number for the phonon energy dissipation [37] . Then the phonon transmission across the heterojunction is [38, 39] 
where G a is the phonon advanced Green function equivalent to (G r ) † and L ( R ) is the energy-level broadening function caused by the left (right) contact and described
We employed the NEGF spectral transmission [using the right axis in Fig. 4(a) ] of the Ge/Si heterojunction from Ref. [40] , where the force constant matrices are calculated using the many-body Tersoff potential [41] and an ideal (perfectly smooth) interface is assumed. (The results from Ref. [40] agree well with other reports [42, 43] .) The atomic roughness affects the interfacial phonon scattering depending on the phonon wavelength (or frequency) and the incident angle [42] . Depending on the atomic configuration, wellcontrolled roughness can increase the transmission (especially at a midrange frequency) by smoothing the abrupt acoustic impedance mismatch and increase in interfacial area [44] . Thus, the NE phonon distribution can be further tuned using the interfacial atomic roughness. Also, since the harmonic (second-order) force constants are used in the Green function calculation, anharmonic effects are excluded in this transmission (anharmonicity can be included in the NEGF [45] ).
The transmitted Ge phonon distribution at the Si-side interface calculated using the NEGF transmission is shown in Fig. 4(a) Fig. 2 . The phonons, transported from Ge to Si, eventually relax to the Si phonon equilibrium population, but the transported phonon distribution remains deviated from equilibrium until fully relaxed, and this deviation is the most prominent adjacent to the interface. In particular, those Si phonon modes matching the Ge phonons are pronouncedly more overpopulated compared to the equilibrium population.
The transmitted Ge phonons are added to the equilibrium population of Si, and this NE contribution increases with the phonon flux q p . In addition, we impose optical phonon harvesting in the Si layer, and this is done by maintaining the population of Si optical phonons. For steady phonon harvesting, we balance the Si optical phonons created by the Ge phonon transmission with the harvesting (absorption) of these Si optical phonons, so here the population of harvested phonons is assumed to be in equilibrium, while allowing for the overpopulation of the Ge-transmitted modes. The nonharvested (nhp; acoustic in Si) modes are overpopulated by the transmitted phonons (f p,κα > f o p,κα ), and these NE phonons in transit contribute to the phonon flux as [3] 
where f p,κα is the occupancy deviation from equilibrium of phonon κα (f p,κα − f o p,κα ), and u p,κα is the phonon velocity. Here, the deviation originates from the overpopulated phonons propagating in the transport direction (f p,κα = f + p,κα ).
To study the upconversion effectiveness of the HPUC structure, the overpopulation distributions by the Ge-transmitted (across the Ge/Si heterojunction) and the Si-native phonon fluxes are considered, and the former is only observed near the interface in the Si layer, while the latter persists sufficiently far from the interface. The overpopulated phonon populations are estimated as a fraction of the Ge-transmitted phonons and equilibrium Si phonons in Fig. 4(a) 
, while the harvested-mode population remains at equilibrium. Figure 4(b) shows the transmission-induced population increase and deviation from the equilibrium distribution. We also show the imposed uniform overpopulation of the Si-native phonon used in the phonon upconversion under the same phonon flux. Here the overpopulation is added to the Si equilibrium phonon distribution (f o p,Si ) at 300 K. For more a pronounced deviation, the overpopulated distributions under the very high phonon flux of 3.8 MW/cm 2 (which induces 3 meV overpopulation per primitive cell for Ge-transmitted phonons) are shown in Fig. 4(b) .
This NE can be observed by measuring the phonon optical properties or analyzing the atomic vibration simulations such as ab initio or classical molecular dynamics. Ge phonons transmitted to the Si layer, i.e., undergoing filtering, change the local phonon population in Si and this can be measured to confirm the NE population a short distance from the interface. Phonons, having a high momentum and relatively low energy, assist in photon-matter interactions [47, 48] , so the larger the phonon population, the higher the photon absorption/emission rate [49] . NE phonons are also observed with x-ray methods, e.g., x-ray scattering, which is sensitive to short-wavelength phonons, which reduce the intensity of Bragg peaks and produce a diffuse scattering background [50] . Also, time-resolved anti-Stokes Raman scattering can measure the population change [51] [52] [53] . In addition to experiments, the change in the phonon population distribution can be simulated with molecular dynamics (classical [54] and ab initio [55] ) and analysis of local atomic displacements.
IV. UPCONVERSION EFFICIENCY
Under NE, the optical-mode creation and annihilation rates are no longer balanced. Using the NE distributions by the Ge-transmitted and the Si-native phonon fluxes for the heat flux q p = 1.27 kW/cm 2 , where E , and for q p < 1 MW/cm 2 , the hp energy generation rateṡ hp is linearly proportional to q p . Since both the Getransmitted and the Si-native overpopulations are added to the same equilibrium, the spatial temperature variations should be minimized to ignore variation of the equilibrium distribution, and for q p < 7.67 kW/cm 2 in the linear regime of the q p -ṡ hp relation, we find a variation T < 1 K within 1 μm of the junction region. So, under the linear relation and small-Tvariation limit, we normalizeṡ hp with the heat flux q p and average phonon mean free path λ p , i.e.,ṡ * hp =ṡ hp /(q p /λ p ). The phonon mean free path (λ p = 115 nm) is estimated from the phonon transport properties using the conductivity relation k p = nc v u p λ p /3, where n is the phonon number density, c v is the specific heat capacity, and the spectral mode-average velocities from Ref. [46] are used for the phonon velocity u p [3, 30] . This givesṡ * Depending on the phonon-harvesting system, different phonon wave vectors are required [56] , so we study the upconversion to optical phonons with the selected wave vectors. We sample the grid (V BZ /19683; V BZ , first BZ) and the dimensionless, local net creation rate for phonon κ * α per dimensionless reciprocal volume (dṡ * κα /dκ * for hp = κ * α) is calculated with respect to the dimensionless wave vector κ * (normalized by 2π/a; a, lattice constant) with one optical mode (dṡ * κα /dκ * = 0 under equilibrium). We integrate this rate for a selected wave-vector space (κ
The dimensionless, local net creation rate for LO phonons (α = LO) is calculated on irreducible κ points in a 27 × 27 × 27 sampling grid for NE Si-native and NE Ge-transmitted prescribed overpopulations and are plotted along high-symmetry axes in Fig. 5(a) . The difference between these two rates is also plotted in one irreducible BZ wedge in Fig. 5(b) . Both figures show that, overall, NE Ge-transmitted phonons have a smaller dṡ * κα /dκ * when creating LO phonons near [i.e., κ * = (0,0,0)] compared to NE Si-native phonons. In addition to the zone center region ( ), NE Si-native phonons are more effectively upconverted to LO phonons at the zone boundary κ * points around the U-W-K line, while NE Ge-transmitted phonons are effective for harvesting LO phonons near the L or X points. Ge-transmitted phonons provide large populations around 10 and 33 meV [ Fig. 4(a) Fig. 5(a) ].
In upconverted optical phonon harvesting, the efficiency η hp is defined as the ratio of harvested q hp -to-supplied q sup phonon fluxes (in Ge), η hp = q hp /q sup , and this includes the junction transmission and upconversion processes. With the heterojunction, q sup in the ballistic regime is predicted from the transmission τ p,Ge→Si and actual phonon flux over system q p , and considering the transmission and phonon flux depending on the wave vector and mode, q sup = α BZ (dq sup,κα /dκ * )dκ * = [using Eq. (9) for the hp mode] and the upconverted phonon flux q uc,hp ; thus, q hp = q tr,hp + q uc,hp . The latter is the integration of the upconversion rate over the phononharvesting region δ hp [in Fig. 2(b) ], i.e., q uc,hp = δ hpṡ hp dz.
Since the phonon flux from Ge does not include optical modes (i.e., there is no transported, harvested phonon, q tr,hp ) and with the nonunity junction transmission further reducing the flux, a low efficiency is expected for NE Ge-transmitted phonons. This holds even for the Ge-favored upconversion channels (i.e., resulting in dṡ * κα,Ge/Si /dκ * > dṡ * κα,Si /dκ * ). As the transported phonon distribution evolves from NE Getransmitted to NE Si-native through relaxation, the phonon flux includes the harvested mode (q tr,hp ) and the upconversion rate becomes close to the NE Si-nativeṡ κα,Si .
We calculate the spatial (from the junction) variations of efficiency at selected κ * points with z = λ p /10 of harvesting bins ( δ hp = z). The overpopulation distribution in 0 z λ p is treated as a linear interpolation of the Ge-transmitted and Si-native overpopulations, and the transported κ * α phonon flux q tr,κα and creation rateṡ κα (for selected hp = κ * α) follow this variation. Adding the low velocity and short lifetime of the optical phonons (shorter relaxation length), q tr,κα approaches the NE Si-native magnitude more rapidly the than upconverted κ * α phonon flux q uc,κα (andṡ κα ). Figure 6 shows the variation of the local harvesting efficiency dη hp=κα /dκ * (using q κα per dimensionless reciprocal volume) for two κ * α values: (i) α = LO and κ * = (0.81,0.52,0.07), which is more effectively upconverted by Ge-transmitted compared to Si-native phonons, dṡ * κα,Ge/Si /dκ * > dṡ * κα,Si /dκ * ; and (ii) α = LO and κ * = (0.15,0.15,0.15), where dṡ * κα,Ge/Si /dκ * < dṡ * κα,Si /dκ * . For the first κ * , an optimal (not that pronounced) location for harvesting (δ hp=κα,max ) exists before the relaxation. For the second κ * , both q tr,κα and q uc,κα increase as the flux is relaxed and the local harvesting efficiency dη hp=κα /dκ * increases monotonically. So, depending on the q tr,κα variation, which can dominate over variation of q uc,κα , δ hp=κα,max can be larger than λ p . The bulk Si and the fully relaxed region in Ge/Si (z > λ p ) have the same overpopulation and q κα with a given q p , but in bulk Si q sup is smaller by τ p,Ge→Si and dη hp=κα /dκ * is larger than the Ge/Si structure as shown in Fig. 6 . Thus, compared to native phonons in bulk Si, the overall harvesting efficiency η hp for the transmitted phonons is lower, because of the interfacial reflection, even though the upconversion efficiency excluding the phonon supply by transport; i.e., η uc,hp = q uc,hp /q sup , is higher for NE Ge-transmitted phonons. As phonons are harvested and the phonon flux is reduced (the harvesting site is located adjacent to the interface and within the relaxation length), this phonon flux reduction depends on the phonon flow direction (i.e., flowing from the soft to the hard solid, or vice versa). This is due to the distinct NE phonon populations on the two sides. This directional dependency is a thermal rectification [57] and its magnitude depends on the harvested phonon mode and location, as shown in Fig. 6 .
V. CONCLUSIONS
In the quest to increase the solid-state energy conversion efficiency, resonant phonons may be targeted for harvesting instead of heat (equilibrium phonon occupancy). These NE phonons may be available as a result of local emission (including nonradiative decay) but may also be created by p-p interactions. For effective supply of the energetic optical (resonant) phonons, the p-p interaction kinetics and the NE phonon distribution are controlled by the heterojuction transmission. Here we have compared the effectiveness of NE native and heterojunction (soft/hard bilayer)-transmitted phonons for upconversion to optical phonons, addressed the related phonon physics and interaction kinetics, defined upconversion efficiency, and made specific calculations for the Ge/Si bilayer. The creation and annihilation rates of Si optical phonons are calculated using the third-order force constants from DFPT, and the effective phonons for creating the targeted optical modes are identified (12-, 30-, and 48-meV phonons for LO phonon creation and 19-, 40-, and 44-meV phonons for TO phonon creation). The NE distribution by heterojunction-transmitted phonons is estimated using the spectral transmission (from NEGF), and it is shown that the Ge-transmitted phonons create large populations of the low-energy acoustic and the Ge optical modes, which are effective in the creation of Si LO phonons (for harvesting absorption). Ge-transmitted and Si-native phonons have their distinct high upconversion efficiency regions in the BZ, which can be targeted for harvesting. For example, since Si is an indirect-gap semiconductor [valence band at and conduction band near the X point (multiple locations)], phonons near the zone boundary are harvested through phonon-assisted, photon absorption processes [58] . Here we show that Getransmitted phonons can also create/supply these phonons (Getransmitted phonons are effective for zone-boundary phonons near the L and X points, and Si-native phonons for other regions).
Substituting Ge with another soft solid, for example, InP, which has the optical mode at 42 meV [59] , can be more effective for Si TO phonon creation, as suggested by Fig. 2 . Also, using the alloy Si x Ge 1−x , which has an additional optical mode at 50 meV (for LO phonon creation), allows for resonant, high-upconversion-efficiency selection by choosing the Si content x [60] . Energy conversion among the NE phonon modes leads to fundamental improvements in resonant phonon harvesting, including thermal rectification, which accompanies phonon-flux-direction-dependent phonon harvesting, and IR photon emission through absorption of optical phonons. Traditionally, phonons are regarded as energy dissipation agents or parasite interferers with electron transport; however, with the control of the phonon population distribution and the related interaction kinetics, as suggested here, harvesting of resonance phonons as an energy source can evolve phonon research and phononic applications [61, 62] .
